ABSTRACT: In order to fulfil their potential for applications, it will be necessary to develop large-scale production methods for two-dimensional (2D) inorganic nanosheets. Here we demonstrate the large-scale shear-exfoliation of molybdenum disulphide nanosheets in aqueous surfactant solution using a kitchen blender. Using standard procedures, we measure how the MoS2 concentration and production rate scale with processing parameters. However, we also use recently developed methods based on optical spectroscopy to simultaneously measure both nanosheet lateral size and thickness, allowing us to also study the dependence of nanosheet dimensions on processing parameters. We found the nanosheet concentration and production rates to depend sensitively on the mixing parameters (the MoS2 concentration, Ci; the mixing time, t; the liquid volume, V; and the rotor speed, N). By optimising mixing parameters, we achieved concentrations and production rates as high as 0.4 mg/ml and 1.3 mg/min respectively. Conversely, the nanosheet size and thickness were largely invariant with these parameters. The nanosheet concentration is also extremely sensitive to the surfactant concentration. However, more interestingly the nanosheet lateral size and thickness also varied strongly with the surfactant concentration. This allows the mean nanosheet dimensions to be controlled during shear exfoliation at least in the range ~40-220 nm for length and ~2-12 layers for thickness. We demonstrate the importance of this by showing that the MoS2 nanosheets prepared using different surfactant concentrations, and so displaying different nanosheets sizes, perform differently when used as hydrogen evolution catalysts. We find the nanosheets produced using high surfactant concentrations, which gives smaller flake sizes, perform significantly better, consistent with catalysis occurring at nanosheet edges. Finally, we also demonstrate that shear exfoliation using a kitchen blender is not limited to MoS2 but can also be achieved for boron nitride and tungsten disulphide.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years the study of two-dimensional nano-materials such as graphene 1, 2 and molybdenum disulphide (MoS2) [3] [4] [5] has become one of the most important areas of materials science. Such materials show potential in a range of applications from electronics to electrochemistry. Perhaps the most versatile way of making two-dimensional nanosheets is by liquid phase exfoliation of layered crystals. [6] [7] [8] [9] In this method, layered crystallites are ultrasonicated in certain stabilising liquids such as appropriate solvents 8, 10, 11 or solutions of surfactants [12] [13] [14] or polymers 15, 16 . This results in the production of nanosheets which are stabilised against aggregation via the interaction with the liquid. 12, 15, 17, 18 This method has been used to successfully produce dispersions of nanosheets of a range of materials, including graphene, 8, 19 BN, 6, 20 and various transition metal dichalcogenides 6, 10, 21, 22 such as MoS2 and
WSe2. Using sonication-assisted exfoliation, dispersions of volumes typically in the range of hundreds of millilitres can be produced. 23 The nanosheets are typically a few layers thick and of lateral sizes in the range ~50 nm to 2 m, depending on the material. Importantly these nanosheets tend to be free of basal plane defects. 8, 23 Such dispersions can be used to process the nanosheets into functional structures such as films, networks and composites. 20, [24] [25] [26] Such structures have proven useful in a range of application areas including plasmonics, 27 photodetectors, 24, 28, 29 electrodes in dye-sensitised solar cells, 30 supercapacitors 31 and batteries 26, 32 or electro-catalysts 33 for hydrogen evolution.
More recently it has been demonstrated that liquid exfoliation can be achieved by exposing graphite to high shear rates 34 using either rotor-stator high shear mixers 35, 36 or simple kitchen blenders. 37, 38 This gives graphene nanosheets of similar size and quality to those produced using sonication. The advantage of this technique is that much higher volumes can be produced compared to sonication and so much higher production rates can be achieved.
Such work has allowed liquid phase exfoliation of graphite to be scaled up towards an industrial process for graphene production. However, to date only preliminary results have been demonstrated for the scale-up of liquid phase exfoliation of inorganic layered materials such as MoS2, WS2 and BN. 34, 35 To facilitate scaleup, it will be important to demonstrate an effective large-scale shear exfoliation of such materials with rotating blade mixers and to identify optimised processing parameters.
In addition, liquid phase exfoliation tends to produce nanosheets with a very broad size distribution. In the case of graphene it would not be unusual for the lateral nanosheets size in a 4 given batch to vary from 100 nm to 2 m. 39, 40 This is a problem because many applications require specific nanosheets sizes. For example, composite reinforcement requires large nanosheets 16 at least ~2 m in length, while catalysis of hydrogen production requires small nanosheets with length below 100 nm. 41 This problem has previously been addressed by size selection. 39, 40 In the simplest case, this can be achieved by controlled centrifugation: low centrifugation rates remove large nanosheets while high centrifugation rates separate out smaller nanosheets. However, while this works well, it is nevertheless an additional post processing step. It would be much better and time and energy saving to control the nanosheet size during the exfoliation step.
In this work we simultaneously resolve both of these problems. We demonstrate that molybdenum disulphide can be exfoliated in aqueous surfactant solutions under shear at the litre scale using a kitchen blender. We characterise how the processing parameters affect the concentration, length and thickness of the nanosheets. We find that all processing parameters influence the concentration and so the production rate. However we find the nanosheet's length and thickness to be relatively invariant with all production parameters except the surfactant concentration. We find the surfactant concentration to strongly influence the nanosheet length and thickness. By adjusting the surfactant concentration, we can controllably vary the nanosheets length between ~40 and ~200 nm and the thickness between ~2 and ~12 layers. We quantify the scaling of nanosheets concentration with all processing parameters allowing us to identify an optimised parameters set, leading to concentrations as high as 0.5 mg/ml, nanosheet yields approaching 1% and production rates of ~1 mg/min. We show that this methodology can be applied not only to MoS2 also to WS2 and BN. Finally we demonstrate the importance of size control by producing hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) catalysts from different sizes of nanosheets: we find the hydrogen production rate to increase with decrease in nanosheets size as expected.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initial Trials
In this work we study the exfoliation of bulk MoS2 layered crystals to give MoS2 nanosheets using a Vitamix XL TM Variable Speed blender ( figure 1A ). This blender consists of a tapered jug, ~150 mm diameter at the base, expanding to ~220 mm at the top with a capacity of 5.5 L (though working volume is only ~2 L due to problems associated with 5 foaming). It is fitted with four baffles which are designed to supress rotation of the liquid as a whole and so increase turbulence. These are fixed to the walls, projecting ~9 mm into the jug, with a width of ~2 mm and extend the full height of the jug. The impeller is shown in figure   1B and consists of 4 blades with a diameter of ~110 mm. Two are angled slightly above horizontal while two are angled below horizontal (figure 1B). It is fitted with a 1900 W motor with variable speed control. We measured the maximum rotation rate to be 8335 rpm and developed an accurate speed control and measurement system (see SI). Because the blender is predominately made from plastic, we decided to attempt to exfoliate MoS2 in an aqueous surfactant solution. Surfactant exfoliation of layered materials such as graphene and MoS2 has been extensively studied over the last few years. 13, [42] [43] [44] We chose sodium cholate as the surfactant as this is commonly used to stabilised liquid-exfoliated layered materials. 13 In a typical experiment, the required mass of powdered MoS2 was added to the jug and an aqueous surfactant solution with a known concentration poured in on top. In addition to the MoS2 concentration, Ci, and surfactant concentration, Csurf, the parameters that can be controlled during a mix are the mixing time, t, the liquid volume, V, and the rotor speed, N.
Also, we note that the rotor diameter generally affects the mixing outcome, but this is of course fixed here. After preliminary trials, we chose a set of standard parameters for mixing: Ci=50 mg/ml, Csurf=10 mg/ml, t=120 min, N=8335 rpm (full speed), V=1000 ml. Mixing under these conditions yields a dark coloured liquid. This was centrifuged using a Hettich Mikro 220R centrifuge at 1,500 rpm (240 g) for 90 minutes to remove any unexfoliated material. The top 50% of the supernatant was then collected for analysis.
To ascertain the nature of the dispersed material, we performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis, with typical images shown in figure 1C . These images clearly show planar objects with length of ~100 nm and width roughly half that, and are consistent with what is usually observed for exfoliated layered compounds. 6, 22, 39 To further analyse these objects, a few drops of supernatant were deposited onto Si/SiO2 and analysed by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Shown in figure 1D are two representative AFM images of the deposited objects. We note that they are very similar in appearance to the nanosheets imaged in TEM.
We measured the longest dimension (the length, L) of ~100 objects observed in the TEM with the data presented in figure 1E as a histogram. We found a mean length of ~85 nm, very similar to that found by analysis of the AFM data (~95 nm) and consistent with the size of exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets produced by sonication and centrifugation under similar conditions. 39 The AFM length is typically overestimated compared to TEM due to broadening effects from 6 cantilever-substrate and sample interactions. However, the comparable size determined by AFM and TEM strongly suggests that aggregation phenomena during deposition were minimal.
One of the advantages of AFM over TEM is that it can give nanosheet thickness information once care is taken to calibrate the data 35, 39 (see methods). Shown in figure 1F is AFM thickness data presented as number of monolayers per nanosheet, NMoS2. This data shows the nanosheets to be predominately thinner than 10 layers with a mean thickness of NMoS2=4.6. This is reasonably thin and comparable to MoS2 nanosheets produced by sonication which have thicknesses between 1 and 10 layers. 39 For further comparison, shear-exfoliated graphene nanosheets have a mean thickness of ~6 layers. 35 Colloidal particles that are coated by surfactant are stabilised by repulsive inter-particle interactions. 18, 45 Such repulsions are due to the combination of an adsorbed layer of ionised tail groups and a diffuse cloud of counter ions: the electrical double layer. The double layer results in a repulsive electric field which prevents aggregation of nearby particles. We can characterise this repulsion via the zeta potential 18, 45 of the surfactant-coated nanosheets. 12, 44 Shown in figure 1G is the measured zeta distribution plot for a nanosheet dispersion prepared using the standard exfoliation conditions mentioned above. The zeta distribution is relatively broad extending from close to zero to -80 mV and appears to be multimodal. This is in contrast to graphene in SC 44 or chemically-exfoliated MoS2, 46 where distributions are typically monomodal and somewhat narrower.
It is very important to confirm that the surfactant-stabilised nanosheets observed in the dispersion are actually MoS2. To do this, we vacuum filtered a portion of the dispersion to produce a thin film on a porous membrane. SEM imaging showed the resultant film to consist of a disordered array of 2D nanosheets (inset figure 1H) . To confirm the nature of these nanosheets, we performed Raman spectroscopy on the films. Shown in figure 1H is a typical
Raman spectrum excited at 532 nm showing the characteristic E2g (382 cm -1 ) and A1g phonons (408 cm -1 ) of MoS2. 47 No pronounced peak shifts compared to bulk MoS2 crystals are observed. This is because i) a film of randomly restacked nanosheets is measured and ii) the majority of nanosheets are few-layered where no shifts in phonon energies are expected. 48, 49 However, Raman spectroscopy is important, as it also shows that no vibrations other than Mo-S are observed (e.g. no oxides are detected).
We can further confirm the nature of the dispersed nanosheets using optical extinction Measuring concentration, length and thickness However, apart from confirming the nature of the dispersed phase, such spectra contain additional information. At the most basic, because the extinction coefficient of dispersed MoS2 nanosheets is known to be 6,820 ml mg -1 m -1 at the local minimum at 345 nm, 39 such spectra can be used to measure the dispersed nanosheet concentration. Below, we will use this to measure the MoS2 concentration as a function of mixing parameters, in a manner similar to that recently reported for shear-exfoliated graphene. 35, 37 However, in addition to concentration information, it has recently been shown that the extinction spectrum of MoS2 nanosheets carries information about both the mean nanosheet length and thickness. 39 The length effects are due to the effect of nanosheet edges on the spectral profile while quantum confinement effects result in well-defined shifts in A-exciton position with nanosheet thickness. As a result, the length can be determined from the ratio of extinction at the B-exciton to that at 345 nm, 
The effect of surfactant concentration
The aim of this study is both to begin scale-up of MoS2 exfoliation and to understand the effect of processing parameters on nanosheet concentration, length and thickness. However, first it is necessary to characterise the effect of surfactant concentration and so optimise the amount of surfactant required. It is important to do this first as nanosheet dispersions can be very sensitive to surfactant content, perhaps more so than any other parameter. 37 To do this, 
plotted as a function of Csurf. This graph is remarkable as it is clear that all data points fall onto the same master curve, demonstrating that the nanosheet yield is controlled by Csurf. As the surfactant concentration is increased, the yield increases until Csurf=5-10 mg/ml, where it saturates before falling off at higher values of Csurf. We found that empirically, such behaviour is described by figure 3A ). We note that this behaviour is distinct to that observed for graphene produced by shear-exfoliation in a slightly different blender with a different surfactant, where we found the graphene concentration to depend on the ratio of Csurf /Ci rather than Csurf alone. 37 Shown in figure 3B&C are data for the mean nanosheet length, L, and thickness, NMoS2, as a function of Csurf. In both cases, the same behaviour is observed with all data falling on the master curves. Again, this is an important result as it shows both L and NMoS2 to be controlled solely by Csurf. The Csurf-dependence of both L and NMoS2 are similar: both initially increase slightly with Csurf before peaking around Csurf=2 mg/ml and falling off at higher surfactant contents. For Csurf~2 mg/ml, the nanosheets are relatively large 39 with lateral sizes of 200-250 nm (see inset for TEM image). However they are also quite thick, displaying values of NMoS2~10. Conversely, at higher values of Csurf~30 mg/ml the nanosheets are very thin with values of NMoS2~2. However, they are also very small with L~40 nm. This data implies, as observed previously, 39, 52 that the nanosheet thickness tends to be correlated with the length.
However, the most important aspect of this data is that length and thickness can be controlled by varying a processing parameter, namely Csurf. Control of flake dimensions is very important as many applications are size specific. For example, while electrical applications probably require large nanosheets, catalytic applications (see below) require small ones. 41 While nanosheet size can be selected using post-exfoliation processing, 39, 40 we believe this is the first example of in-situ size control.
To attempt to understand the dependence of Y, L and NMoS2 on Csurf, we measured the zeta potential on a subset of samples (those with Ci=30 mg/ml). Plotted in figure 3D are the mean absolute zeta potentials, i.e ||, as a function of Csurf. Interestingly, || initially increases until Csurf=5-10 mg/ml before falling off at higher values of Csurf, in a manner reminiscent of the yield, Y. Previously, 44 we showed that the concentration of surfactant-stabilised graphene dispersions tends to scale as This allows to propose a tentative model for the behaviour observed in figure 3 . Below Csurf=5-10 mg/ml, || increases with Csurf, consistent with increasing coverage of surfactant molecules per nanosheet. Higher absolute zeta potentials result in larger inter-nanosheet potential barriers and high exfoliation yield. However, the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of sodium cholate is at Csurf ~6 mg/ml. When this surfactant concentration is reached, the concentration of individual surfactant molecules stops increasing and so the surfactant coverage peaks, leading to saturating of || and so Y. As Csurf is increased further, the micelle concentration grows, increasing the importance of the depletion interaction. 18, 45 This destabilises the surfactant-coated nanosheets leading to a decreased dispersed concentration.
It is more difficult to explain the dependence of length on Csurf. However, at very low Csurf and therefore low surfactant packing density, it is probable that predominantly small nanosheets are stabilised. We rationalise this because smaller nanosheets are easier to exfoliate, as the net cost of exfoliation is lower due to the lower surface area. Thus, when increasing the surfactant concentration, the population of larger nanosheets slightly increases. However, after full surfactant coverage is reached above the CMC of sodium cholate, the mean length of the nanosheets falls off again. We suggest that this is associated with the fact that that the surfactant packing density at edges is probably different compared to that at the centre of the nanosheets. This is reasonable from both geometrical aspects and from previous observations 39 that edges of MoS2 nanosheets are electronically distinct from the basal plane potentially leading to a different strength of the interaction of the surfactant and the nanomaterial. The data is figure   3B suggests that the packing density of SC is higher at edges compared to basal plane MoS2.
Thus, as the surfactant concentration is increased beyond the concentration necessary to achieve full coverage, the population of smaller nanosheets increases (as more surfactant is bound to them) and thus L decreases. We reason that this different packing density at edge and centre is also responsible for the unusually broad zeta potential distribution plots as mentioned above. However, we accept that this explanation is tentative. A full understanding of the surfactant adsorption is beyond the scope of this manuscript.
The effect of mixing parameters
Once we have characterised the surfactant concentration dependence, we can set Csurf at a constant value and systematically explore the effect of mixing parameters on nanosheet concentration, length and thickness. As described above, the relevant mixing parameters are mixing time, t, liquid volume, V, MoS2 starting concentration, Ci and blade rotation rate, N.
We studied the effect of mixing parameters by fixing Csurf=10 mg/ml and the other parameters at their standard values (see above), and systematically varying one parameter at a time.
Shown in figure 4A are data for dispersed MoS2 concentration, plotted versus mixing time. As the mixing time is increased from 60 to 600 minutes, the concentration increases from 0.05 to 0.4 mg/ml. This upper value is much higher than that previously reported for similar studies on high shear mixing of MoS2 and compares well to sonicated MoS2 dispersions. 22 As with blender exfoliation of graphene, the concentration initially scales linearly with time. 35 However, for t>120 min, the behaviour becomes slightly sub linear. Even so, over the whole range, the data is reasonably well described by 0.88 Ct 
. This is in contrast to both sonicationassisted exfoliation 23 and shear exfoliation in solvents 35 which both show time exponents closer to 0.5. In terms of large scale manufacturing, the production rate, / R P CV t  , is more important than the concentration. 35 This rate is shown as a function of time in figure 4B . In line   11 with the concentration data, PR is constant at ~ 0.9 mg/min for times up to ~120 minutes after which it falls off slightly.
While the dependence of both concentration and production rate on mixing time has been reported previously, 35, 37 very little is known about the dependence of nanosheet length and thickness on mixing time, or indeed any other processing parameter. This is because nanosheet size measurements are usually very time consuming. However, because of the metrics described above, measurement of nanosheet dimensions is straightforward here. Shown in figure 4A and B are data for nanosheet length and thickness respectively, plotted versus mixing time. In both cases, the data is invariant with time, displaying values of L~70 nm and NMoS2~4 layers respectively. These values are consistent with values measured by TEM and AFM which are also shown. We note that this behaviour is very different to that found for sonication-assisted exfoliation of both graphene and MoS2 where the flake size falls with sonication time due to scission effects. 22, 23 The behaviour observed here is a great advantage because it allows the high concentrations associated with long processing times to be achieved without the cost of reduced nanosheet size.
Shown in figure 5A and B respectively are data for concentration and production rate . Such power law behaviour has been observed previously for graphene produced in both high shear mixers 35 and kitchen blenders 37 where exponents of -0.68 and -0.16 were observed respectively. These large and small exponents were, respectively, suggested to be associated with the localised and delocalised nature of the exfoliation volume in the high-shear mixer and blender. In a high shear mixer, the high shear rates required for exfoliation only occur in a small volume in the vicinity of the mixing head, leading to a large negative volume exponent -as the volume increases a smaller and smaller fraction of liquid is near the mixing head. Conversely, in the previous blender study, 37 high turbulent shear rates were produced throughout the vessel, leading to a low negative volume exponent (as exfoliation is occuring everywhere, increasing the volume does not have a significant negative impact on nanosheet production). As we would expect the exfoliation volume in the blender used here to be delocalised, it is somewhat surprising that the exponent is not smaller than observed. However, it is worth noting that, for the blender used here, N=8,335 rpm, leading to a volume exponent of -0.41. This can be compared the previous study on graphene exfoliation which used a blender with N=18,000 rpm, leading an exponent of -0. In order to control the rotor speed, N, the blender had to be somewhat modified as described in the SI. The exfoliated MoS2 concentration is plotted versus N in figure 6D and shows a steady increase in C with N, reaching C=0.1 mg/ml for N=8,335 rpm. The data shows an initial slow increase of C with N before a rapid rise which occurs at an onset value of Nc~4,000 rpm. Above this onset, the concentration increases with N as
This sort of behaviour has been observed for graphene exfoliated in both high-shear mixers and blenders. 35, 37 However, significant differences exist. For graphene, in these blenders, the minimum rpm was significantly lower, ~1,000 and ~1,800 rpm respectively. The value of Nc=1,800 rpm observed for graphene production in a kitchen blender is most comparable to the situation here. 37 It is known that for exfoliation to occur, the layered material 13 must experience shear rates above some critical value, c  , which was measured to be 10
for graphene exfoliation. Previously, 37 we suggested that in blenders, the exfoliation first occurs when rotating blade begins to deposit enough power into the liquid such that the turbulent shear rates begin to exceed the minimum shear rate in appreciable volumes of the blender. This allowed us to express the critical rotor speed for exfoliation as the power number, 53, 54 a constant which relates the energy dissipation rate to rotor speed and diameter while k2 is the fraction of inputted power which is dissipated as turbulence (rather than periodic large scale rotational motion). The parameter k1 is a measure of the distribution of local turbulent energy dissipation rates. When exfoliation starts to occur, i.e. when N=Nc, the mean energy dissipation rate is not high enough to result in a mean turbulent shear rate which is high enough to give exfoliation. However, there is a distribution of local turbulent energy dissipation rates and so a distribution of local turbulent shear rates. Therefore, the onset of exfoliation occurs when these local turbulent shear rates exist in an appreciable volume of the jug. The ratio of local energy dissipation rate, when exfoliation can first occur, to mean energy dissipation rate is k1.
We can compare the results found here (Nc~4,000 rpm) to those found previously for blender exfoliated graphene (Nc~1,800 rpm), albeit in a different blender. 37 In both cases, the liquid was water meaning  and  were the same in both cases. As k1 is determined by fluid dynamics, it is likely to be invariant between blenders. The main differences was that in previous graphene exfoliation experiments, V=300 ml while here, it was 1,000 ml. Most significantly, the rotor diameter used previously 37 The second main difference to previous work is that the N-exponent of 2.9 measured above is much higher than the values of 1.13 and 0.53 for high shear mixers and blenders
respectively. Why such a difference should be observed is not at all clear. However, it is a useful result from a scale-up standpoint, as it means large increases in concentration and so production rate can be achieved by increasing N.
Shown in figure 6E . 35 This behaviour is almost certainly a manifestation of small graphite platelets being exfoliated most easily at low rpm. Interestingly, the thickness data shows no clear dependence on N.
Scaling factor and overall behaviour
The work described in the previous section allowed us to identify how the dispersed nanosheet concentration depends on the processing parameters Csurf, Ci, t, N and V. Putting together the empirical scaling trends described above gives the following scaling relation: 
where we refer to the term in square brackets as the scaling factor, SF, for short. To test this, Another important parameter in liquid exfoliation is the yield, defined above as
We have calculated the yield for all data points in figure 7A , plotting versus / i SF C in figure 7B . In the vast majority of cases we find the data to fall on a master curve with very good linearity. This curve shows the measured yield to vary over two orders of magnitude with a maximum value of Y=0.8%. This compares well with the highest yields of 1% we have observed for blender exfoliation of graphene.
However, in terms of scale-up, the most important processing parameter is the production rate One significant advantage of this work over other studies which have examined the production of nanosheets is that we can monitor the length and thickness for every sample.
This allows us to look for any trade-offs between production rate and nanosheet size. To facilitate this, we plot both nanosheet length and thickness in figure 7D and E as a function of , where the production rate is maximised.
Other 2-Dimensional Materials
In this work we have shown that it is straightforward to make up to 2 L of liquidexfoliated, surfactant-stabilised MoS2 dispersion in a high-powered kitchen blender. Indeed, with a bigger jug considerably larger volumes could be made. Because this process has also been used to produce liquid-exfoliated graphene, it is likely that other layered compounds can be exfoliated in this way. To test this, we applied the same procedure used for MoS2 to both MoS2. In addition, the spectral shapes are typical for the respective materials. While WS2 has a similar spectral profile as MoS2 with the excitonic transitions clearly discernible, 51 BN shows a featureless extinction spectrum with an onset in the UV region. TEM analysis (SI) shows these dispersions to contain exfoliated nanosheets.
Applications of in-situ size control: Hydrogen Evolution Electrocatalysis
The ability to control the nanosheet size during exfoliation, achieved here by control of Csurf, will be important for a number of applications. It is well known that MoS2 nanosheets have a number of applications in electrochemistry. 26, 32, 55 One important example is as catalysts for the evolution of hydrogen from proton-rich electrolytes. 41, 56, 57 Because the catalytically active sites reside on the edge of the MoS2 nanosheet, 41 hydrogen evolution catalysis is strongly dependent on nanosheet length with small flakes performing much better than larger ones. In previous work, nanosheet size has been controlled by a post-exfoliation size-selection procedure, with hydrogen production increasing with decreasing nanosheet length. However, it would obviously be better to produce the desired small nanosheets directly in the process.
The results described above allow us to do just that.
We prepared three dispersions in the mixer using standard mixing parameters except for the surfactant concentration for which we used Csurf=5, 10 and 20 mg/ml. The measured extinction spectra were used to determine the mean lateral size of nanosheets in these dispersions to be ~146, ~100 and ~75 nm respectively (nanosheet thicknesses were ~7.3, ~5.4
and ~3.7 layers respectively). Vacuum filtration was used to produce thin films which were transferred onto pyrolitic carbon coated Si/SiO2 substrates and characterised for hydrogen evolution catalysis (film thicknesses 650-700 nm, see methods for more information). The current density versus potential curves are shown in figure 9A with the low current region magnified in the inset. A clear size effect is seen with considerably larger currents and lower onset potentials for the smaller flakes compared with larger ones. Tafel plots of overpotential versus current density (figure 9B) show the expected behaviour in the low current regime with
Tafel slops between 115 and 164 mV/decade. We can see the size dependence more clearly by plotting the current density at a fixed potential (0.4 V) versus flake length in figure 9C . By increasing the surfactant concentration from 5 to 20 mg/ml and so decreasing nanosheet lateral size from 146 to 75 nm, the current density can be increased from 1.5 to 6.5 mA/cm 2 .
Alternatively, we can look at the size dependence of the onset potential (i.e. the potential where J=1 mA/cm 2 ). In the same size range, this decreases from 0.38 to 0.27 V. This data clearly shows the advantages associated with the ability to control nanosheet size during the nanosheet 18 production procedure. In addition, we found these MoS2 electrodes to be very stable as described in the SI.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have demonstrated liquid phase exfoliation of molybdenum disulphide in aqueous surfactant solution at the litre scale using a commercial kitchen blender. By analysing the optical extinction spectra, we have determined how the nanosheet concentration, length and thickness depend on processing parameters (i.e. the surfactant concentration, Csurf, the MoS2 concentration, Ci, the mixing time, t, the liquid volume, V, and the rotor speed, N).
We have found the nanosheet concentration to depend on all of the above processing parameters, allowing us to generate well-defined scaling laws. This enables us to identify optimised processing parameters leading to concentrations as high as ~0.5 mg/ml, nanosheet yields approaching 1 % and production rates of ~1 mg/min. However, the nanosheet length and thickness were invariant with all processing parameters except the surfactant concentration. By varying surfactant concentration, both length and thickness could be controlled over a significant range, allowing in situ size control for the first time. We demonstrate the importance of size control by using these nanosheets as electro-catalysts for hydrogen production. As expected, smaller nanosheets gave the highest rates of hydrogen production. Furthermore, we
showed a large-scale shear exfoliation is not confined to molybdenum disulphide but can also be achieved for WS2 and BN. We anticipate that these approaches can be applied to the exfoliation of a wide range of layered compounds.
METHODS
Experimental:
Materials
MoS2 powder (69860, ~6 μm (max. 40 μm)), WS2 (243639, 2 μm, 99%), BN (255475, ~1 μm, 98%) and sodium cholate hydrate (≥99%, C1254) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich at the highest available purity and used as received. We used deionized water throughout this shear exfoliation study.
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The required mass of MoS2 powder was weighed and added to the jug. Sodium cholate hydrate was dissolved in a pre-determined volume of deionized water by stirring and poured onto the jug on top of the MoS2 powder. This mixture was then mixed by the rotating blade for a set time. To avoid over-heating of both motor and liquid, we applied a duty cycle of 3 min on/3 min off. For each chosen mixing time, 10 ml aliquots were collected and centrifuged (Hettich Mikro 220R, fixed angle rotor) at 1,500 rpm (240 g) for 90 minutes to remove unexfoliated MoS2. The top 50 % was decanted and retained for analysis, while the sediment was discarded.
Characterisation
Optical extinction was measured on a Varian Cary 50 UV-Vis spectrophotometer in quartz cuvettes with a path length of 1 cm. The dispersions were diluted by aqueous surfactant solution with equal surfactant concentrations immediately prior to the measurement to yield optical densities below 1.5.
Zeta potential measurements were carried out on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano system with irradiation from a 633 nm He-Ne laser. The samples were injected in folded capillary cells, and the electrophoretic mobility (μ) was measured using laser Doppler velocimetry. The electrophoretic mobility relates the drift velocity of a colloid (ν) to the applied electric field (E); ν = μE. All measurements were conducted at 20 °C. The zeta potential ζ is related to the measured electrophoretic mobility µ according to the Smoluchowski approximation. The mean of 5 measurements is reported. Due to the broad and multimodal distribution, we extracted the maximum observed value of zeta for the plot in figure 3 . In the majority of cases, this was also the main component in the distribution.
Bright field transmission electron microscopy imaging was performed using a JEOL 2100, operated at 100 kV. Holey carbon grids (400 mesh) were purchased from Agar Scientific and prepared by diluting dispersion to a low concentration and drop casting onto a grid placed on filter paper to wick away excess surfactant/water. Flake dimensions were obtained by measuring the longest axis of the nanosheet and assigning it "length" then measuring an axis perpendicular to this at its widest point and assigning it "width".
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was carried out on a Veeco Nanoscope-IIIa (Digital Instruments) system equipped with a E-head (13 μm scanner) in tapping mode after depositing a drop of the dispersion (10 μL) on a pre-heated (100 °C) Si/SiO2 wafer with an oxide layer of 300 nm. After deposition, the wafer was soaked in Millipore water over night and rinsed with 5 mL of water and 5mL of isopropanol prior to imaging to remove the majority of surfactant.
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Typical image sizes were 2.5-5 μm at scan rates of 0.4-0.6 Hz. The measured apparent thickness was converted into number of layers using the known step height of an individual nanosheet as previously reported. 39 Scanning electron microscopy was performed on shear exfoliated MoS2 film using Carl Zeiss
Ultra microscope operated at 10 kV to acquire the secondary electron images of sample.
Samples were prepared by vacuum filtration of shear exfoliated MoS2 dispersion (mixed under standard conditions) using 20 nm pore size alumina membranes (Whatman Inc.). The films were dried under vacuum at 60°C overnight. A small piece of this exfoliated MoS2 on alumina was placed on carbon tab to visualize flakes under SEM.
Raman spectroscopy was performed using a Horiba Jobin Yvon LabRAM HR800 with 532 nm excitation laser in air under ambient conditions. The Raman emission was collected by 100 objective lens (N.A. = 0.8) and dispersed by 600 gr/mm. To avoid sample heating we carried out all Raman experiments at 10% of maximum laser power (<5 mW). The samples for Raman spectroscopy prepared by vacuum filtering the exfoliated MoS2 dispersions on alumina membranes, as described above.
HER Electrode Preparation
We found the high surfactant concentrations to significantly inhibit film formation and transfer.
We have thus applied a second centrifugation step to remove the free surfactant after the standard centrifugation at 1,500 rpm. After our second high-speed centrifugation (180 min, 11,000 rpm = 13,250 g, Heraeus Megafuge 16 benchtop centrifuge , Fiberlite rotor F15-6x100), the supernatant was discarded and the sediment was redispersed in the same volume of aqueous SC solution with a concentration of 2 mg/ml. The mean length and thickness was determined according to the extinction spectra metrics as described in the main text.
Dispersions of MoS2 in water/surfactant were vacuum-filtered using porous cellulose filter membranes (MF-Millipore membrane, mixed cellulose esters, hydrophilic, 0.025 μm) to give uniform thin films. The deposited films were then cut into pieces (0.65 cm 2 ) and transferred on pyrolitic carbon (PyC) electrodes via normal transferring method. The cellulose filter membrane was then removed by treatment with acetone vapour and subsequent acetone liquid baths followed by isopropanol rinse to remove the acetone residual. The mass per area for all samples was approximately 0.15 mg/cm 2 .
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The pyrolitic carbon (PyC) was grown by CVD of acetylene at 950 °C for 30 minutes to a thickness of 300-400 nm on 300 nm thermal SiO2 on Si substrates in a hot wall quartz tube furnace as previously reported. 58 Following CVD of PyC, the samples were cooled under Ar atmosphere to room temperature.
Electrochemical characterization
Electrochemical measurements were carried out to evaluate the performance of shear exfoliated was measured on nanosheets produced using standard conditions: Ci=50 mg/ml, Csurf=10 mg/ml, t=120 min, N=8335 rpm, V=1000 ml. vary with Ci. This indicates that both nanosheet length and thickness vary with Ci. Mixing conditions were t=120 min, N=8335 rpm, V=1000 ml. 
Nanosheet length, L, and thickness, NMoS2, as calculated from the optical extinction spectra using equations 1a and 1b. Also shown in B) and C) is the mean nanosheet thickness as measured by AFM and length as measured by TEM. plotted versus A) Ci and D) N (Ci=50 mg/ml, Csurf=10 mg/ml, t=120 min, N=8,335 rpm, V=1,000 ml). The dashed line illustrates power-law behaviour with the exponents shown in the panels. B&E) Nanosheet length and thickness as calculated from the from the optical extinction spectra using equations 1a and 1b. Also shown in C&F) is the mean nanosheet thickness as measured by AFM and length as measured by TEM. SF (all in SI units). Scaling factor is calculated taking all parameters in SI units. The data is divided into groups where (red) Csurf was set at 10 mg/ml while all other parameters were varied systematically, (black) Csurf was set at 10 mg/ml while all other parameters were varied randomly and (blue) t, V, N were fixed while Csurf was varied systematically. 
